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Abstract: The top quark avor changing neutral current (FCNC) process is an excellent
probe to search for new physics in top sector since the Standard Model expectation is
extremely suppressed. We explore Higgs-mediated top quark FCNC, focusing on H-t-
c Yukawa coupling ct within the general two Higgs doublet model. After electroweak
symmetry breaking the top quark FCNC couplings are included in the charged Higgs
Yukawa sector so that they contribute to various processes in avor physics. To probe ct,
we study anomalous single top production and the same sign top pair production at the
LHC in association with avor physics from the tree-level processes B ! D(), B !  as
well as from the loop-level processes Bd ! Xs, Bd;s Bd;s mixing. We perform combined
analysis of all the constraints regarding the ne-tuning argument to t the data and discuss
future prospect. The recently updated measurements on B ! D() still prefer large ct,
but we show that the current bound on the same sign top pair production at the LHC
gives the most signicant upper bound on ct to be less than 10  30 depending on neutral
heavy Higgs masses. We also nd that for the given upper bound on ct, B ! D() put
signicant lower bound on H- - Yukawa coupling, and the bound is proportional to the
charged Higgs mass.
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1 Introduction
The top quark, the heaviest particle in the Standard Model (SM), plays an important
role as an input for the electroweak (EW) precision measurements [1]. Because its mass
is much heavier than other known particles, the top quark is considered to be the most
viable candidate which has a close connection to new physics (NP) that controls the EW
symmetry breaking mechanism. Meanwhile, the discovery of the SM-like Higgs boson at
the LHC [2, 3] and the precision measurement of its property [4, 5] shed much light on
the physics in EW sector, boosting the relevant studies. Especially, NP scenarios with
extended Higgs sector have received great interest due to its rich phenomenology and
attempt to complement the SM [6, 7].
One of the simplest scenarios with extended Higgs sector is to introduce a new Higgs
doublet. Because the two Higgs doublets can couple to both up-type and down-type quarks,
after rotating into their mass eigenstates, the tree-level avor changing neutral current
(FCNC) inevitably arises. In the SM, the tree-level FCNC is forbidden by the GIM mech-





























CKM are CKM matrices, mq is the mass of quark inside the loop. Thus, the loop-
induced down-type quark FCNC processes such as b ! s, which is involved with top
quark loop, has enhancement factor (mt=mW )
2 and their rates mostly fall within current
experimental reach of B physics and Kaon physics. Therefore, the down-type quark FCNC
is severely constrained and dangerous to many NP scenarios. On the other hand, the up-
type quark FCNC processes, for example top quark FCNC process t ! c, are involved
with b-quark loop and extremely suppressed by (mb=mW )
2. The estimation of B(t ! c)
is O(10 12) [9] within the SM, far too much behind the current experimental reach.
In order to avoid tree-level FCNC, one usually introduces a discrete Z2 symmetry to
make each up-type or down-type quark couple to only one Higgs doublet. In the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) the supersymmetry itself plays the role. With-
out such a Z2 symmetry, the general 2HDM which is called \2HDM type III" follows a
specic scheme to circumvent severe down-type quark FCNC constraints such as the natu-
ral avor conservation [10], the minimal avor violation [11{16] and Cheng-Sher ansatz [17].
In this work we adopt the last one, in which the Yukawa coupling ij connecting quarks






where v is the SM vacuum expectation value (vev), v = 246 GeV, ij is considered to be
O(1). With this ansatz, down-type quark FCNC is severely suppressed due to the small
masses of u; d; s quarks, being safe against the experimental constraints. However, top
quark FCNC process can be potentially large and should be explored in collider physics as
well as in avor physics.
In the 2HDM type III, after EW symmetry breaking the top quark FCNC Yukawa
couplings qt (q = u; c) also come into play in charged Higgs Yukawa couplings. Therefore,
the phenomenology of top quark FCNC process with neutral Higgs exchange is naturally in
connection with avor physics process with charged Higgs exchanged due to the common
Yukawa couplings qt. Studies on the top quark FCNC in collider physics especially through
anomalous top quark decays were performed in refs. [18{22]. There have been studies
on the issue that large top quark FCNC coupling ct is needed [23, 24] to explain the
measurements of B(Bd ! D()) at BaBar [25], which were quite larger than the SM
expectations. The authors of ref. [26] study the collider signature with constraints from
b ! s concerning the perturbativity of Yukawa couplings within the 2HDM and the
MSSM. For more comprehensive study on 2HDM type III contribution to both collider
and avor physics, we refer to ref. [27]. The model independent approach using low energy
eective operators was done in ref. [28].
In this work we focus on H-t-c FCNC coupling ct within 2HDM type III by adopting

















can give bound on ct from collider physics and avor physics with the most up-to-date
experimental data. The issue on B(Bd ! D()) is revisited with new data from Belle and
LHCb. Especially it will be shown that the search for the same sign top pair production
at the LHC plays crucial role to constrain ct. Since the current precision measurements
of the SM Higgs properties are very well consistent with the SM expectations [4, 5], we
assume the alignment limit for the Higgs potential of 2HDM type III, in which the SM
Higgs sector is well decoupled from the NP sector.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briey describe and discuss about
the Yukawa structure of aligned 2HDM type III. Section 3 explains about the method of
numerical analysis in this work. In section 4, we study the top quark FCNC processes
and investigate the bounds from the LHC experiment. In section 5 and 6, we study the
constraints from the avor physics with tree-level and loop-level processes. Section 7 is
reserved for the combined analysis and future prospect for the constraints on ct. We
conclude and summarize our result in section 8.
2 Yukawa sector of aligned 2HDM type III
The Yukawa interaction Lagrangian of 2HDM type III can be described as [29]
 LY = QL(Y d1 1 +Y d2 2)dR + QL(Y u1 ~1 +Y u2 ~2)uR + LL(Y `1 1 +Y `2 2)eR + h:c:; (2.1)
where QL; LL are left-handed quark and lepton doublets while uR; dR; eR are right-handed
singlets in interaction basis. The two Higgs doublets 1 and 2 are introduced with the
denition ~i = i2

i where 2 is Pauli matrix. Y
u; d; `
1;2 are corresponding Yukawa matrices
where the avor indices are implicitly considered. After the EW symmetry breaking 1
and 2 have the vevs hii = vi=
p
2 which satises v21 + v
2
2 = v
2, where v = 246 GeV. As
usual, we dene tan  = v2=v1.
Then, we diagonalize mass matrices for fermions from eq. (2.1) and for Higgses from
Higgs potential Lagrangian which is described in many literatures (We refer to review paper
ref. [7]). We dene  as a mixing angle of neutral CP-even Higgses. As we discussed in
the introduction, we adopt the alignment limit that species
sin(   ) = 1 ; (2.2)
to make the model comply with the Higgs precision measurement [30{37]. With this align-
ment limit, the Yukawa Lagrangian eq. (2.1) is re-expressed in terms of mass eigenstates
as follows
























dH+   `PR`H+ + h:c:
i
; (2.3)
by ignoring Goldstone Lagrangian. Here, LY; SM is equal to the SM Yukawa Lagrangian,
u; d; ` are mass eigenstates of up- and down-type quarks and leptons, H;A are CP-even

















jVusjfK!+ (0) 0:21664 0:00048 [38]
jVubj (semi-leptonic) (3:70 0:12 0:26) 10 3 [38]
jVcbj (semi-leptonic) (41:0 0:33 0:74) 10 3 [38]
[] 73:2+6:3 7:0 [38]
mc(mc) (1:286 0:013 0:040) GeV [38]
mb(mb) (4:18 0:03) GeV [58]
mt(mt) (165:95 0:35 0:64) GeV [38]
fK!+ (0) 0:9641 0:0015 0:0045 [38]
fBs (225:6 1:1 5:4) MeV [38]
fBs=fBd 1:205 0:004 0:007 [38]
B^Bs 1:320 0:017 0:030 [38]
B^Bs=B^Bd 1:023 0:013 0:014 [38]
Table 1. The theoretical input parameters used in the numerical analysis.
PR are chiral projection operators, PL;R =
1
2(1 5). Note that in the alignment limit, the
SM Yukawa sector is completely decoupled from the NP sector. u; d; ` are Yukawa matrices
for the mass eigenstates which include all the FCNC couplings.
In this work we assume that the new Yukawa matrices are CP-conserving, that is u; d; `
are real and symmetric:
u; d; `ij = 




To avoid severe constraints from down-type quark FCNC, we adopt Cheng-Sher ansatz,
Eq. (1.2). Due to the tiny masses of u; d; s quarks, the elements of Yukawa couplings that
contain those quarks are negligibly small:
d '
0B@0 0 00 0 sb
0 sb bb
1CA ; u '
0B@0 0 00 cc ct
0 ct tt
1CA : (2.5)
Here, we include sb since it can play some role in our study. In this set-up, the only relevant
top-quark FCNC coupling is ct where ct = ct
p
2mcmt=v . It should be emphasized that
the top quark FCNC coupling ct not only belongs to neutral Higgs Yukawa sector but also
comes into play in charged Higgs Yukawa sector as can be seen in eq. (2.3). This important
feature leads us to probe ct with the combined analysis of phenomenologies of both collider
physics via neutral Higgs exchange and avor physics via charged Higgs exchange.
3 Method of numerical analysis
Before we discuss the phenomenology of top quark FCNC, we rst summarize theoretical

















the details of numerical analysis. Table 1 shows input parameters for the processes in avor
physics. The values are taken from the latest result of CKMtter collaboration [39]. To
obtain the uncertainties of theory prediction, we vary each parameter value within 1 range
and add each individual uncertainty in quadrature.
In table 2 we summarize experimental data and their SM predictions by using the
input values in table 1. We note that all the SM predictions are in good agreement with the
current experimental data, except the ratio R(D) which will be discussed in later section.
For each observable, the relevant parameters for the theory prediction in 2HDM type
III are enumerated. Apparently, those parameters will be constrained by corresponding
experimental data. The detailed discussions are presented in the following sections.
As discussed in the previous sections, the relevant model parameters we are interested
in aligned 2HDM type III include three mass parameters MH , MH , MA, and four Yukawa
couplings  , bb, tt, and ct. Here, we choose the light neutral Higgs boson h as
the observed Higgs boson at the LHC and adopt the alignment limit [40{43]. For other
choice that the heavy neutral Higgs H is observed one, we refer to ref. [44, 45]. Direct
searches for charged Higgs bosons have been performed at LEP [46], Tevatron [47, 48] and
LHC [49, 50]. The LEP Collaboration put the lower bound MH  79:3 GeV by assuming
B(H+ ! +)+B(H+ ! cs) = 1 within 2HDM [46]. The neutral Higgs search at the LEP
experiment also put lower bound on the neutral Higgs masses such as MH > 92:8 GeV and
MA > 93:4 GeV within CP-conserving MSSM scenario [51]. We adopt those lower limits for
heavy Higgs masses as reference values even though above results may depend on Yukawa
structure and mSUSY scale. Indeed, the lower limits of Higgs masses are irrelevant to our
main result. With all these considerations, we restrict the parameters of 2HDM type III
in the following ranges:
MH 2 [ 80; 1000] GeV ;
MH (MA) 2 [ 125 (93); 1000] GeV : (3.1)
These choices of parameter regions are shown to be reasonable in later section.
In order to derive an allowed parameter space, we impose the experimental constraints
in the same way as in refs. [42, 52]: for each point in the theoretical parameter space we
span the range of the theory prediction for an observable by performing the 2 variations
of input parameters. If the dierence between the central values of theory prediction and
experimental value is less then the sum of two errors in quadrature, then this point is
regarded as allowed. Since the main theoretical uncertainties are due to the hadronic input
parameters, common to both the SM and the 2HDM, the relative theoretical uncertainty
is assumed to be constant at each point in the parameter space.
4 Top quark FCNC processes at colliders
The LHC is often called top-factory since the top pair is copiously produced through QCD
interaction. The LHC Run I data already collected millions of top pair events, and even

















observable SM EXP Ref. 2HDM parameters
B(B ! )  104 0:85 0:14 1:14 0:22 [53] bb, bs, bd, ut,  , MH
R(D) 0:297 0:017 0:391 0:041 0:028 [54] (bb),  , ct, MH
R(D) 0:252 0:003 0:322 0:018 0:012 [54] (bb),  , ct, MH
md[ ps
 1] 0:51 0:06 0:510 0:003 [53] (bb), tt, ct, MH
ms[ ps
 1] 16:93 1:16 17:757 0:021 [53] (bb), bs, tt, ct, MH
B(B ! Xs)  104 3:36 0:23 3:43 0:22 [53] bb, tt, ct, MH
B(t! cg) < 10 10 < 1:6 10 4 (95% CL) [55] (bb), tt, ct, (MH), MH , MA
(pp! tt) - < 62 fb (95% CL) [56] ct, MH , MA
Rb 0:21576 0:00003 0:21629 0:00066 [57] (bb), tt, ct, MH
0 1 1:00040 0:00024 [58] MH , MH , MA
Table 2. SM predictions and experimental measurements for the observables used in the numerical
analysis. The last column denotes their dependence on the 2HDM parameters. The parameters in
the parenthesis imply that they can be safely neglected.
the LHC provides us unique chance to explore the top quark FCNC processes which are
extremely small in the SM.
The experimental search for top quark FCNC can be performed either by anomalous
decays or production of top quarks at hadron colliders with top quark FCNC couplings [59{
64]. We note that the searches for t ! ch [65, 66] do not provide any constraints on
2HDM type III in alignment limit since the top quark FCNC couplings with the SM Higgs
vanish. The anomalous top decays via t ! c=u V where V = ; Z are explored at the
Tevatron [67{69] and at the LHC [70{73], without nding any signicant excess of signal
events. However, these searches do not provide any meaningful constraints on 2HDM type
III since the prediction is much suppressed by loop correction and EW couplings. Contrary
to top decays, the anomalous single top production has much chance to probe top quark
FCNC coupling due to the large gluon luminosity in the parton-distribution-function (PDF)
and the relatively large QCD coupling. The experimental searches for single top events
put upper bound on B(t! cg) and B(t! ug) [74{78]. We focus on B(t! cg) by ignoring
u-quark involved FCNC process since it is extremely suppressed in Cheng-Sher ansatz even
though u quark PDF is bigger than c quark PDF.
The same sign top pair production is a tree-level process and therefore promising to
test NP scenarios which contain top quark FCNC couplings. Notable example is that
the NP scenario with Z 0 mediated top quark FCNC coupling [79, 80] that explains the
anomalous top forward-backward asymmetry observed at the Tevatron [81{83] is disfavored
by non-observation of the same sign top pair production at the LHC [84, 85]. The recent
experimental search at ATLAS with integrated luminosity of 20:3 fb 1 at 8 TeV puts the
most stringent upper limits on (pp ! tt). We interpret the result as an upper limit on
cc! tt process to constrain ct.
In what follows, we study the phenomenology of t! cg and cc! tt processes within
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MH±@GeVD
Figure 1. Branching ratio of t ! cg as a function of the charged Higgs mass. Dashed line: a
common scalar mass MH = MH = MA is taken. Shaded region: neutral Higges' masses MH and
MA vary but constrained by the oblique parameter .
4.1 t! cg
In the SM, t ! cg decay is extremely suppressed due to GIM mechanism. However, this
rare top decay can be enhanced in some NP scenarios [86, 87]. In general, the form factor



















where T a (a = 1; : : : ; 8) denote SU(3) generators. The form factors A, B, C and D have
been calculated in various types of 2HDM [9, 88, 89]. In the 2HDM type III, these form
factors are generated by the penguin diagrams mediated by the neutral Higgses h, H and
A and charged Higgs H. Their explicit expressions are given in appendix A. With the
convention eq. (4.1), the decay width for t! cg is given by [27]




mtCF (jCj2 + jDj2); (4.2)
with CF = (N
2
c   1)=2Nc. We note that B(t ! cg) is proportional to (cttt)2 as can be
seen from eq. (A.2).
The LHC search for anomalous single top production is performed by ATLAS Col-
laboration with 14:2 fb 1 at 8 TeV [55]. Non-observation of signal put an upper limit on
B(t! cg) as
B(t! cg) < 1:6 10 4 : (4.3)
In gure 1 we show the plot of 2HDM type III prediction for B(t ! cg) as a function of
the charged Higgs mass by setting cttt = 1.
2 The shaded region is spanned by changing
1In ref. [27], the last two terms of eq. (4.1) are omitted. Although they do not contribute to the width
 (t! cg), they are necessary to satisfy Ward identity.

















neutral Higgses masses under the constraints from . We refer to ref. [43] for detailed
analysis of . Even though there can be up to factor O (103) enhancement comparing to
the SM expectation for the small MH , the current experimental bound is far above the
theory prediction. Therefore, it would be hard to constrain the top quark FCNC parameter
space with anomalous single top production measurement at the LHC.
4.2 cc! tt
The same sign top pair production at hadron collider requires FCNC coupling with t 
or u channel exchange of neutral particle with spin 0 or 1 since the electric charges of
nal states are same. Another possibility is s-channel process mediated by a charge 4/3
new particle. Various NP scenarios that contribute to the same sign top pair production
are well summarized in ref. [90] with eective operator formalism. The production rate of
the same sign top pair at hadron colliders via the contact interactions with dierent chiral
conguration is modeled in ref. [91]. Meanwhile, in this work we perform the full theory
analysis with spin 0 Higgs boson as a mediator since the eective operator formalism may
not reproduce well the full theory result if the mediator mass is quite less than 1 TeV. We
refer to ref. [92] for the analysis with another mediators.
In the 2HDM type III with alignment limit, the same sign top pair production arises
at tree level via t- or u-channel diagrams with exchange of heavy neutral Higgs bosons, H







g^H(s^; t^) + g^A(s^; t^) + g^intf(s^; t^)

; (4.4)
where the amplitude square functions g^i are dened as































where  = H;A. Then the total cross section for cc ! tt is convoluted with parton




dx^(xs)fcc(x; F ) ; (4.6)
where  = 4m2t =s and fcc(x; F ) is dened by





fc=p(y; F )fc=p(x=y; F ) : (4.7)
Here, fc=p(y; F ) is c-quark PDF and the factorization scale F is set to be F = mt.
We use MSTW2008LO PDF set [93] for the numerical analysis. The gluon and charm
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MH=MA@GeVD
Figure 2. (a) Total cross section for cc ! tt at the LHC 8TeV run in (MH ;MA) plane. We
set ct = 15. The shaded region (green) is allowed parameter space at 95% CL. (b) The allowed
parameter space in (MH(= MA); ct) plane in the case where H and A are degenerated in mass.
The experimental searches for the same-sign dileptons and b-jets at CMS with
19:5 fb 1 [94] and at ATLAS with 20:3 fb 1 [56] at 8 TeV can be applied for constraining
the same-sign top pair production rate. The non-observation of any signicant excess of
signal events sets the upper bound of the production cross section. The strongest bound
comes from ATLAS result. ATLAS provides dierent upper bounds depending on the helic-
ity conguration of eective operators within contact interaction model. We conservatively
adopt the largest upper bound among the three as follows:
(pp! tt) < 62 fb (ATLAS 95% CL [56]) : (4.8)
We re-interpret this result to constrain the cross section (cc! tt) using the formula
described above. The constraint is usually strong for small Higgs masses. Since the signal
rate is proportional to 4ct, the large values of ct are severely constrained and conversely
the small value of ct is hardly excluded. Figure 2(a) shows the prediction of scattering
cross section by setting ct = 15 in (MH ;MA) plane and the allowed region with shaded
green color. As shown, the interference eect is constructive. For the given ct value the
region MH ;MA . 400 GeV is excluded. Figure 2(b) shows the allowed parameter space in
(MH ; ct) plane for the case where H and A are degenerated in mass. Experimental bound
provides quite stringent upper limit on ct as 10  20, depending on the heavy Higgs mass.
5 Flavor physics | Tree-level processes
Since the top-quark FCNC couplings take part in charged Higgs Yukawa sector, they can
contribute to the semi-leptonic decay and leptonic decay of B mesons which are tree-level
processes. In this section we study the two  -involved tree-level processes, B ! D()
and B !  to constrain top quark FCNC couplings. The former (latter) is involved with
b ! c(u) charged current. Therefore, any NP model which contains such charged current
with a new charged particle can contribute to these processes [95{98].
For those processes with b ! c(u) charged current, the eective Hamiltonian is de-
scribed by [23]

















with the eective four-fermion operators
O qVLL = (qPLb)(PL );
O qSRL = (qPRb)(PL );
O qSLL = (qPLb)(PL ) : (5.2)
Within the SM, the vector boson W  is exchanged, therefore only O qVLL are generated
with tree-level Wilson coecients




where GF denotes the Fermi coupling constant and Vqb are the CKM matrix elements. On
the other hand, within the 2HDM type III the scalar charged Higgs boson is exchanged,
and therefore O qSLL and O qSRL are generated. The corresponding tree-level Wilson coe-
cients are









We neglect C u; 2HDMSLL which is proportional to ut and extremely suppressed by
u-quark mass.
For B ! D() decay, we can dene a theoretically clean observable by taking the
ratio with relatively clean measurement B ! D()` (` = e; ;  ) to cancel the hadronic
uncertainties:
R(D())  B(B ! D
())
B(B ! D()`) : (5.5)
Note that the CKM matrix element Vcb is also canceled out. Then, the theory uncertainty of
R(D()) are very small, 6(1)%, while the experimental error is quite large, 12(7)% because
of missing neutrino in  reconstruction.
With the eective Hamiltonian in eq. (5.1), the theoretical prediction of R(D()) rela-
tive to the SM value is described as [23, 99{101],
R(D) = RSM(D)

















Due to the spin of D meson, the NP eects on R(D) are much smaller than the ones
on R(D) [100, 102{104]. The relevant Wilson coecients are given in eqs. (5.3) and (5.4).
Since C cSRL is suppressed by mb=v in Cheng-Sher ansatz and also by CKM matrix element,
its contribution is negligibly small.
The BaBar experimental data for B ! D() have shown somewhat large values com-

















Figure 3. Constraints on ct and  from R(D) and R(D
). Pink-colored region is allowed at
95% CL in ( , ct) plane with dierent charged Higgs masses.
was 3:4 level [25, 105]. It was also discussed that these can not be simultaneously accom-
modated by 2HDM Type II. To explain both discrepancies it was shown that the large top
quark FCNC coupling ct which contributes to C
c
SLL in eq. (5.6) is needed [23, 24]. Very
recently, the Belle collaboration reported the measurements of both R(D) and R(D) [106],
and the LHCb collaboration did for R(D) [107]. Even though the Belle result is in the
middle of the SM expectation and the BaBar result, due to the reduced errors, the average
values are still in 3:9 discrepancy [54] (See table 2 for comparison).
The allowed parameter space in ( ; ct) with dierent charged Higgs masses con-
strained by R(D()) is shown in gure 3. For any given charged Higgs mass both ct and
 do not simultaneously become zero. For small  value, ct must be very large. Inter-
estingly, larger charged Higgs mass requires larger ct. These feature can be understood as
a whole since only the product ct=M
2
H enters the contributions from 2HDM, as show
in eq. (5.4). Explicitly, the current B ! D() data put the bound
 0:0030 < ct=M2H <  0:0023; (5.7)
which can be seen in gure 3. It is noted that  is associated with the neutral Higgs
decay H=A!  . If  is large, the LHC has a good opportunity to detect neutral Higgs
bosons in their tauonic decay channels. In the case of small  , the coupling ct should be
large, which may be severely constrained by the same sign top pair production as shown
in previous section.
Contrary to B ! D() decay, B !  decay is a helicity suppressed process and
more strongly suppressed by CKM factor. Therefore, B ! (=e) decays are extremely
rare, O(10 7) and O(10 11) respectively, and not yet measured although B !  will be
measured soon at Belle II. Thus, we have no way to cancel the large theory uncertainty of
hadronic current of B ! . The uncertainties from the SM prediction and experiment
for B(B ! ) are very large, 24% and 19% respectively. Due to these large errors, the

















With the eective hamiltonian in eq. (5.1), the branching ratio of B !  reads [23]












2 1 + m2Bmbm C
u





where fB denotes the B-meson decay constant. The relevant Wilson coecients for 2HDM
type III are shown in eqs. (5.3) and (5.4). We note that not only bb but also bs; bd
can contribute to CuSRL within Cheng-Sher ansatz due to the relatively large CKM fac-
tors. Even ut can signicantly contribute to C
u
SLL. Due to the combination of these
contributions to a single observable B(B ! ), none of these Yukawa couplings get any
meaningful constraints.
6 Flavor physics | Loop-level processes
6.1 Bd ! Xs
As for the loop-induced process we rst consider Bd ! Xs decay. Taking the normal-
ization with B(Bd ! Xcee), the dominant theoretical uncertainties from m5b and CKM







where the explicit expressions of the tree or penguin operators O1 6 can be found in
ref. [110]. The magnetic penguin operators, O7 and O8, which are characteristic for this












where mb denotes the b-quark mass in the MS scheme, and e (gs) is the electromagnetic
(strong) coupling constant. The heavy degrees of freedom from the W  boson contribu-
tion [111{119] and charged Higgs contribution [120{122] are integrated out at mW scale,
and we obtain the Wilson coecients C7;8( = mW ). They evolve into  = mb scale by
renormalization group equation and consequently resum the large logarithms in perturba-
tive QCD correction to all order [123{125]. The higher order correction at  = mb scale
should be necessarily done [126{129].
The compilation of all those calculation for B(Bd ! Xs) reached at next-to-next-to-
leading-order (NNLO) in perturbative QCD [130{132]. (For a recent review, we refer to
ref. [133].) For given NP contributions to CNP7;8 , the theory prediction for B(Bd ! Xs) at
NNLO is given by [133]
B(Bd ! Xs) 104 = (3:36 0:23)  8:22ReCNP7   1:99ReCNP8 ; (6.3)
where the rst number represents the most up-to-date SM prediction. By using current
experimental data, we obtain
8:22ReCNP7 + 1:99ReC
NP
8 =  0:07 0:32 : (6.4)

















In the 2HDM type III, the one-loop contribution to C7;8 via charged Higgs exchange






7;8 (xW ) AdF (2)7;8 (xW ) ; (6.5)
where the loop functions F
(1;2)




W . The Yukawa































It should be emphasized that the Ad term is enhanced by the spin-ip factor mt=mb and
becomes comparable to Au. Therefore, it is unique for Bd ! Xs that the coupling bb
can be signicantly constrained. Another interesting feature is that the coecient ct
of second factor in Au is highly suppressed while the one in rst term contains CKM-
enhanced factor. The ct prefers to be O(10) from B ! D(). Thus, the tt and bb





7;8 in eq. (6.5) that causes ne-tuning, we prefer to take the region
where bb; tt  O(0:1).
To be more specic regarding the ne-tuning argument, we refer to ref. [134] and





Here, Q denotes the dierence between theory prediction and experimental data and Qi
represents each individual contribution of the theory to the Q. Therefore, small  1 means
signicant ne-tuning. (For example,  = 25 correspond to 4% ne-tuning.) The allowed
parameter space in (tt; bb) plane for given ct = 10 and MH+ = 400 GeV is shown in
gure 4 by requiring  1 > 10%. The gray region causes signicant ne-tuning. We note
that by avoiding signicant ne-tuning, not only tt is constrained but also bb is highly
restricted as we expected.
6.2 Bd;s  Bd;s mixing
The Bq Bq (q = d; s) mixing occurs via box diagrams by exchanging W boson or charged
Higgs within 2HDM between Bq and Bq. We note that the tree level diagrams can also
contribute through b-s-(H=A) vertices within 2HDM type III. We rst study the NP contri-
bution from loop processes while the tree-level contribution is discussed in the next section.




q is related with
o-diagonal element of mixing matrix M q12 such that mq = 2jM q12j. Since the constraints
from Bd  Bd mixing appears to be more or less weaker than those from Bs  Bs mixing,
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Figure 4. Yellow region is allowed parameter space at 95% CL from B(Bd ! Xs) with xed
ct = 10 and MH = 400 GeV by requiring 
 1 > 10%. The gray region causes signicant
ne-tuning.











CiOi + h:c:: (6.8)















function S0(x) can be found in ref. [108]. Then the ms is obtained as




jV tbVtsj2f2BsB^BsmBsbm2WS0(xW ) : (6.10)




, we use Lattice QCD result.
Within the 2HDM, two additional operators are generated by the box diagrams with


















Using the formulae in ref. [136], the corresponding Wilson coecients are obtained as











  4 + xW
(xH   1)(xW   1)
+
(xW   4xH) log xH
(xH   1)2(xH   xW )
+
3xW log xW
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Figure 5. Allowed parameter space at 95% CL by ms experimental data for xed MH =






planes. Green color (S1)
corresponds to the solution without signicant ne-tuning. Black color (S2) and gray color (S3)
represent the parameter space with signicant ne-tuning,  1 < 10%, where S3 causes large
ImMs12 while S2 does not. The dashed (dot dashed) line denotes 68% CL (95% CL) bound from
ccss . The red point represents the SM prediction




H . The subscript WH or HH represent the exchanged particles
in the box diagram. We note that CSRR2 = 0 at the matching scale W . Contrary to
the Bd ! Xs, the Ad contribution in CSRR1 has signicant suppression factor m2b=m2W ,
thus its contribution is negligible. Although the operators OSRR1 and OSRR2 are generated
through operator mixing during renormalization group evolution as described in detail in
refs. [135, 137{141] at NLO QCD, the eects are minor and we do not include them.
Therefore, only Au is numerically relevant in Bs   Bs mixing. It contains tt and ct
as dened in eq. (6.6) which are constrained by experimental data of ms given in table 2.
The allowed region for the parameter space in (tt; ct) plane as well as (tt; cttt) plane
are shown in gure 5(a) and (b). We perform more detailed study on the allowed parameter
space by considering the ne-tuning argument to t the data. As shown in eq. (6.6), there






ct ' (2:14  0:04 i)ct ;







ct '  0:004ct : (6.13)
The parameter space near these two solutions are allowed, but can cause signicant ne-
tuning. We represent the allowed parameter without signicant ne-tuning, or  1 > 10%
by green color, and for  1 < 10% by black color.
In the region where the signs of ct and tt are same, the two 2HDM contributions
CVLL1;WH and C
VLL
1; HH are destructive with each other. The parameter space that brings
the cancelation between the two can be another solution to t the data, but also causes
signicant ne-tuning. We represent the parameter space near the solution with signicant
ne-tuning,  1 < 10%, with gray color. For this solution space, the real parts of the
two 2HDM contributions are strongly canceled, but sizable imaginary parts still remain as

















CP -asymmetry phase ccss in b ! c decays from the relation ccss  arg(M s12). We show
the bounds at 68% and 95% CL in gure 5(c) with current average value [53]
ccss =  0:015 0:035 : (6.14)
As shown, the gray region is excluded by ccss at 68% CL, but survives at 95% CL. This
region will be more signicantly covered by future experimental data.
For later convenience, we summarize the features of each parameter regions and their
color notation with the denition of S1, S2 and S3 as follows
S1 : (green color)  1 > 10%;
S2 : (black color)  1 < 10%; Au ' 0 ;
S3 : (gray color)  1 < 10%; ReCVLL1;WH + ReC
VLL
1; HH ' 0 ; large ImM s12 : (6.15)
7 Combined analysis and future prospect
We rst combine the constraints from Bd ! Xs, Bs   Bs mixing, and cc ! tt on the
couplings ct and tt. We also include the constraints from EW precision measurements,
Z ! bb and . We refer to ref. [43] for the details of these EW precision measurements.
We scan the parameter space as described in eq. (3.1). The allowed parameter space
is obtained by requiring that it accommodates all the experimental data with 95% CL.
The result is shown in gure 6(a) for MH = 500 GeV. As discussed in previous section
we divide allowed parameter region into S1, S2 and S3 whose features are portrayed in
eq. (6.15).
For the region S1, the requirement  1 > 10% in Bs   Bs mixing gives the upper
bound on ct and is slightly stronger than the one from (cc! tt) combined with . The
upper bound on tt for the region S1 is given by Rb. On the other hand, for the regions
S2 and S3, the couplings ct and tt are bounded by (cc ! tt) accompanied with 
and Rb. Therefore, the same sign top pair production plays crucial role to constrain ct
regardless of ne-tuning. But if we avoid signicant ne-tuning (for S1), Bs   Bs mixing
put the signicant bound. The projection for the exclusion limit at 14 TeV with 300 fb 1
is estimated by assuming that the statistical error is dominant (See ref. [142, 143] for more
details about the projection method). The result is outstanding. The upper bound of ct
reach 815 with 300 fb 1 at 14 TeV as shown in gure 6. We note that Bd ! Xs does not
put bound on ct nor tt for any parameter sets due to sizable contributions from bb term.
We turn to the B ! D() decays. With xed  , B ! D() decays also put
bounds on MH and ct. By taking  = 40, the allowed parameter space is shown in
blue-colored region in gure 6 (with MH = 500 GeV). As shown in gure 6(b), jctj
has dierent upper limits for each parameter set depending on MH . They lead to lower
limits on j j as can be seen in eq. (5.7) and gure 3. The allowed parameter spaces in
(MH , j j) plane are presented in gure 7. For xed MH , the lower bounds for S2 and
S3 are same and slightly dierent from S1. It should be noted that these lower bounds
become stronger as MH increases. Conversely, the MH is upper bounded when  is
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Figure 6. Combined constraints from Bs Bs mixing, cc! tt, Z ! bb and the oblique parameter
 on the 2HDM parameters. The allowed regions are divided into three parts and shown in the
green (S1), black (S2) and gray regions (S3). (a) Allowed parameter space in (tt, ct) plane for
the xed MH = 500 GeV. The constraints from cc! tt; and Z ! bb are shown in dashed and
dot-dashed lines respectively. The projection for cc! tt; at 14 TeV with 300 fb 1 data is shown
by a dotted line. The allowed parameter space by B ! D() (with  = 40) are indicated by
the blue region. (b) Allowed parameter space in (MH , ct) plane. Note that the upper and lower
bounds of black region are same with gray region so they are not shown in the plot.
With the constrains of cc ! tt at 14 TeV with 300 fb 1 data, the lower bound on 
would become twice of current bound as shown in gure 7. For MH > 500 GeV, the
coupling  should be greater than 30, which can signicantly enhance H=A!  decays.
Therefore, this can be constrained by heavy Higgs search with  nal states at the LHC.
However the signal strength of gg ! H=A!  process strongly depends on heavy Higgses
masses and is eectively proportional to 2tt. Since there are much parameter space near
tt  0 in the set S1 (green region) as shown in gure 6 that may avoid the constrains from
gg ! H=A !  , the constraints would be restricted. Perhaps, some part of parameter
space, especially small ct and large tt;  region will be excluded. On top of that, for
such very large  Yukawa coupling, the perturbativity would be threatened.
We now discuss about the constraints from t! cg. With the above allowed regions S1,
S2 and S3, we make theoretical predictions for B(t! cg). Since the combined constraints
put upper bounds on both ct and tt, Therefore, cttt is upper bounded in all three
parameter sets S1, S2 and S3. Note that the set S3 represents also the lower bounds for
both ct and tt that comes from Z ! bb and cc ! tt as shown gure 6(a). The upper
bound of B(t! cg) for S1, S2 and the allowed region for S3 are presented as a function of
MH in gure 8.
The current LHC upper limit is much larger than these theory predictions. Thus, it
does not give any constraints. The projection for the upper limit at 14 TeV with 300 fb 1
data is also drawn in gure 8 in dotted line. As shown, it would be hopeless to see or
constrain the top quark FCNC couplings from the t! cg measurement.
So far, we have neglected the tree-level contribution to Bs   Bs mixing through the
down-type FCNC couplings b-s-(H=A) with the Yukawa coupling bs. Even though bs
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Figure 7. Allowed parameter space (MH , j j) by the combined constraints from loop-induced
processes and B ! D() decays. See eq. (6.15) for the denition of each parameter set. The
projection for cc! tt; at 14 TeV with 300 fb 1 data is shown by a dotted line. The lower bound
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Figure 8. 2HDM prediction on B(t! cg) as a function of MH . The green and black lines denote
the upper bounds from the solutions of the combined constraints S1 and S2, respectively. The gray
region corresponds to the solution S3. The dashed line denotes the current upper bound at LHC,
while the dotted line is for the future sensitivity at 14 TeV with 300 fb 1 data.
contribution with O(1) sb has no CKM suppression, and is comparable to the loop contri-
bution. By including the tree level contribution, the allowed parameter space in (tt; ct)
plane is signicantly extended since the large NP contribution from the loop processes can
be canceled by the tree level contribution. Therefore, including the tree level contribution
in Bs   Bs mixing always weakens the constraints on tt; ct. To understand the eect of
sb quantitatively, we show a plot in gure 9 for allowed region of cttt with respect to
the xed sb value by imposing the constraints from cc! tt, Z ! bb and . We see that
for sb > 0:003MH;A large cttt is required to cancel the large tree-level contribution. In
fact, for sb ' 0:003MH;A, the magnitude of tree-level contributions is already comparable
to the magnitude of the SM contributions. For sb < 0:003MH;A , the bound on cttt is































Figure 9. Allowed parameter space in (sb=M; cttt) by the combined constraints from Bs  Bs
mixing, cc! tt, Z ! bb and the oblique parameter . MH = MA = M and MH = 500 GeV are
taken. For Bs  Bs mixing, both the tree-level and loop-level contributions are included.
8 Conclusion
The general 2HDM as an extension to the SM is a potential NP candidate. To avoid severe
constraints from down-type quark FCNC, we adopt Cheng-Sher ansatz. This NP scenario
permits presumably large top quark FCNC coupling ct, which is the main target to be
explored in this work with collider phenomenology as well as avor constraints and EW
precision measurements. To this end, we consider anomalous single top production which
can limit B(t ! cg) and the same sign top pair production via cc ! tt at the LHC in
association with not only avor tree-level processes, B ! D(), B !  but also avor
loop-level processes, Bd ! Xs, Bs  Bs mixing.
We nd that among them the B ! D(), Bs Bs mixing and cc! tt play important
role to constrain ct. Especially, still large value of ct is preferred by average value of
R(D()) measurement with the new data for B ! D() from Belle and LHCb. To bring
solid understanding of the result, we separate the allowed parameter space into three sets,
S1, S2 and S3, regarding the ne-tuning to t the data and the features reected in the
observables of Bs   Bs mixing. S1 does not suer from the ne-tuning while S2 and S3
cause signicant ne-tuning to t the data. More specically, S3 shows large imaginary
part of M s12 while S1 and S2 do not.
For the allowed parameter sets S1, S2 and S3, ct is severely upper-bounded by either
cc ! tt or Bs   Bs mixing. Therefore, to t the R(D()) values, the Yukawa coupling
 is lower bounded for given charged Higgs mass MH and conversely MH is upper
bounded for xed  . The large  will be constrained by gg ! H=A !  , however it
strongly depends on neutral Higgses masses and tt. The extended study with heavy Higgs
search data at the LHC can be a future work. Since cttt is small for all the parameter
sets and the theory prediction is loop-suppressed, the upper limits for B(t ! cg) do not
provide constraints on the remaining parameter space with current experimental data nor
in future LHC experiment. On the other hand, large ct is mostly constrained by cc! tt
process regardless of ne-tuning. cc ! tt would play more important role to probe top
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A Form factors in t! cg
In general 2HDM, the form factors for tcg vertex was rst calculated in refs. [27, 144]. Here,
we recalculate these form factors and write them in terms of scalar one-loop functions.
Each form factor in eq. (4.1) is summation of four dierent contributions from the penguin
diagrams with A, H and H exchanges, e.g. A = AA+AH +AH . They are calculated as
AA =  gsAAfA1 ; AH = gsVHfH1 ; AH = gsjVtbj2HfH

1 ;
BA = gsVAfA1 ; BH =  gsAHfH1 ; BH = gsjVtbj2HfH

1 ;
CA =  gsAAfA2 ; CH = gsVHfH2 ; CH = gsjVtbj2HfH

2 ;
DA =  gsVAfA2 ; DH = gsAHfH2 ; DH =  gsjVtbj2HfH

2 : (A.1)
To compare with refs. [27, 144], we neglect the small term Vcbct in tbH
+ vertex of eq. (2.3)
























The loop functions are dened as
fA1 = q
















































2;m2t ; 0; 0; 0;M
2
H); (A.4)
which are dened in refs. [145{147] and can be numerically evaluated by the LoopTools
package [147]. In the penguin diagrams with charged Higgs H, we omit the terms pro-
portional to bb as in refs. [27, 144], since these terms are suppressed by mb=v. In addition,
we have analytically checked that the form factors presented in this paper are in agreement
with those obtained in ref. [27] except one minor discrepancy: for the parameter H;A
dened in ref. [27], we obtained H;A = x2m2t + (1  x)M2H;A. But this does not come into
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